The expanding significance of securing data over the network has promoted growth of strong encryption algorithms. 
Introduction
Now a day's transfer of information is essential for communication in everyday life. Today the vast sum of multimedia data such as video, text and image is exchanged over various networks. Which contains much more secret information that will have high risk [1] . The security techniques provide a major function in maintaining integrity or authentication and privacy of data from unauthorized peoples. The encryption techniques transform the original signal into another form to protect it from unauthorized listeners by using a private key. AES, RSA and DES are the available encryption algorithms, which involves a great number of computations. [1] [2] . Chaos theory is a study of mathematics and it is practiced in many of the emerging areas like cardiology, EEG analysis, communication and weather prediction. Chaos is extremely sensitive to initial conditions and it means a state of disorders. Many of the researchers are applied chaos sequences for encryption of the speech signals. One of the chaos function is the Bernoulli function generates an unpredictable non periodic pseudo random sequence. The advantages of chaos function is, it is secure, computationally faster and too it has simpler implementation. The early application of chaotic application sequences was to encrypt the text messages by using a key sequence which was generated by using a Bernoulli map. Of late, apart from the text messages, the Bernoulli map chaos functions are practiced to generate key sequences in encrypting the speech signals and images. [1] .
In this study, a combined approach of random permutations, chaotic Bernoulli map and pseudo random binary generator is used to get a number of sequences is proposed. The generated key sequences are applied for scrambling of speech signal. This paper consists of five sessions. The scrambling operation is explained in 2nd sessions, while in session 3 comprise the proposed system. The performance analysis is presented in section 4 followed by conclusions in session 5.
Frequency Domain Scrambler
The analog scrambling process can be described using matrix algebra. Let x represent a vector which contains speech, samples of length N and F represents the N*N Fast Fourier transform matrix [3] [4] [5] . Let U be FFT of the speech signal x is given by: U=F. x. The Fourier transform results a new vector u. The N*N permutation matrix P is applied to the speech vector u to produce a 
Permutation
The scrambling process does not increase the bandwidth of the system. Permutation is restricted to M! FFT coefficients lying within the speech band 300-3000Hz. The possible number of permutations is M! [6] . An efficient permutation method generates M! Permutations from a random number seed lying between 0 and 1. We can use this random number as a key in the scrambling process. Random numbers are generated using a pseudo random binary generator. This will reorder the speech segments and create the words unintelligible. On the receiver side, the same key and the pseudo random binary generator are used to recover the original language. The speech scrambler based on Fast Fourier Transform retains a considerable protection in the data transmission and the system is more complex by the function of four FFTs.
Analysis of the Proposed System
To get rid of the drawbacks of the existing system, proposed a new technique OFDM-based speech scrambler. The block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1 . The proposed scheme is based on the combination of three permutations, random permutation(RP), chaotic Bernoulli mapping (CM) and pseudo random binary scrambling (PRBS). The random permutation reorders the speech segments in time, which is performed by a seed. It produces a scrambled data, which is unintelligible to others. The Bernoulli chaotic mapping is used to generate a random number for scrambling. This is the intermediate scrambled output, which is fed to the pseudo random generator. The pseudo random binary scrambling is done by using a pseudorandom binary generator along with a key. The PRBS performs an XOR operation with the outputs of PRBG and the chaotic function. The output of the PRBS is a scrambled output, which has not any similarity with the original signal, it takes in an unintelligible signal. This data is transmitted through the channel. It is crypt analytically secured algorithm and it produces low residual intelligibility. At the receiver side, descrambling is performed by using the same seed and key in the transmitter side. For analyzing the system the following parameters are used in Table 3 . Let X is the input data be an array of t elements, k denotes the position of an array. X k be the value of the k th position element of permuted data array. R denotes the random data and P k is the position of the random data. The position change of the random data is expressed as q k . It will obtained by the expression
The scrambled random data after applying q k is expressed as RR k . f is the position function.
The scrambled output after first permutation can be denoted as X'(k)
This is the output of the first scrambler. The output of the first scrambler is given to the Bernoulli chaotic mapping. It generates an intermediate scrambled output. It is represented by X''(k).
This is the output of the second scrambler. This scrambled output is fed to the pseudorandom binary generator and applying a pseudo random binary scrambling. In this scrambler XOR operation is done with a random key (K). The output of the third permutation is X'''(k). It is obtained by XOR the output of the first permutation and the output of PRBG. R' k is the random binary data generated by PRBG.
Round function rounds to the nearest whole number. X''' (k) is given as the input of the QAM mapping. The QAM mapped output is then changed to parallel form. After inserting pilots, data are given to the IFFT operation. The cyclic prefix is added to the output of IFFT and the data is converted back to serial form for transmitting. AWGN channel is utilized for transferring the information. At the recipient side, inverse operations are performed. Here two types of permutations are used to seed and key. Therefore, it is more crypt analytically secured scrambling based on OFDM system.
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23 X'' (k) = X'''(k) XNOR round (R' k ) (6) X'(k) = X'' (t-k+1) (7) q k-1 if 2 ≤ k ≤ t-1 P k = (8) q t if k=1 X k = f -1 (Pk)(9)
Performance Measurement
The quality and intelligibility of speech were evaluated by a perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), speech transmission index (STI) and common intelligibility scale (CIS). The noise performance is measured by signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) and Bit error rate (BER).
Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality (PESQ)
PESQ is used to compare an original speech signal with the received speech signal. The received speech signal is recognized as "degraded signal" and the original speech signal is known "reference signal" [9] . The Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ), it calculates the quality of a speech signal by a 5-point scale. The 5 corresponds to the excellent speech quality, 4 for sound, 3 for fair, 2 for poor and corresponds to bad or unsatisfactory speech quality, is demonstrated in Table 4 [8] 
Speech Intelligibility Measurement
Two parameters are applied for measuring speech intelligibility: (1). Speech Transmission Index (STI), (2) Common Intelligibility Scale (CIS). The range of the speech transmission index lies between 0 and 1. The 0 indicates bad and the 1 indicates excellent. The weighted sum of Modulation transfer function (MTF) is applied to measure speech transmission index (STI). Modulation transfer index (MTI) is derived from a modulation transfer function (MTF). Here STI is calculated for a band of frequencies. SNR ranges are limited from +15db to -15db [9] . Speech transmission index computes all the factors in the speech transmission path, affects intelligibility in Table 5 . The simulation results show that, the quality of the speech and the intelligibility of the speech are excellent, also the noise performance is low in this scrambler. Thus, the proposed scrambler RP with PRBS is the best scrambling technique in future communication. The simulation results show that, in Table 6 , the quality of the speech and the intelligibility of the speech are excellent, also the noise performance is low in this scrambler. Therefore, the proposed scrambler RP, CM& PRBS is the best scrambling technique in future communication. 
Noise Performance
The SINR and BER performance of OFDM based CM & PRBS scrambler under the AWGN channel is shown in Table 6 . The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio is defined as the ratio between Signal power (Ps) and Interference power (PICI) plus noise power (N0) [7] . The speech.wav was given as the input signal. BER is calculated using the parameter Eb/N0. The random permutation with PRBS scrambling shows better performance and it has a low bit error rate when compared with the others under the AWGN channel: SINR= PS / PICI + N0 The comparison Table 7 shows that the suggested method (RP, CM & PRBS scrambling) gives better performance than other methods.
Conclusion
In this paper speech scrambling and descrambling is performed utilizing a key sequence generated from a sequence of Bernoulli map and Pseudo random binary generator is offered. The proposed system is compared with the speech scrambler using the FFT method. To test the efficiency of the proposed system various analysis tests are done. According to the survey comparison from proposed algorithm and previous technique shows that the suggested algorithm is more effective in terms of intelligibility and quality. The algorithm employed is too flexible in the sense that they can be utilized for several applications. The results obtained verify that the scrambled speech obtained is less prone to various cryptanalytic attacks.
